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ABSTRACT

The multigram model allows the automatic ex-
traction of variablevlength regularities in strings
of symbolic units. In this paper, we assess the
multigram model as a phonotactic model. In our
experiments on the MALECOT corpus, the multi-
gram model outperforms the classical n-gram
model for the description and the prediction of
phoneme strings, measured in terms of test set
perplexity. We also show that the model can
be used to automatically derive segmental speech
synthesis units.

1. INTRODUCTION

A string ofgraphemes or phonemes can be viewed
as the result ofa complex encoding process which
maps a message into a stream of symbols. This
string of symbolic units is far from being ran-
dom, as the encoding process is subject to various
phonotactical, lexical and syntactical constraints.
In particular, combinations of letters form lexical
items, which themselves are arranged according
to grammar rules.
. These constraints are responsible for a signif-
icant degree of redundancy in natural language
symbolic representations such as phoneme strings
or word strings. For instance, in the phonemic
transcription of a conversation, all phonemes are
not equally likely, nor are their two—by—two com-
binations (bigrams), their three-by-three combi-
nations (trigrams), and so on...

. .Tlns redundancy is partly exploited by proba-
bilistic language models, among which the n-gmm
model [1] is very popular in language engineering.
llowever, the underlying hypothesis of this model
is that the probability of a given linguistic symbol
(phoneme or word) depends on its n predecessors
n being fixed a. priori and supposed constant ovei
the whole text.

In opposition, the n-multigmm model, recently
developed [2] and extended [3], is based on the hy-
pothesis that the dependencies between symbols
are of variable-length (from 0, i.e independency
up to length n). l

' The multigram approach was previously tested
With success as a language model, i.e a model of

word dependencies within a sentence [2H3]. In
this paper, we report its performance as a phono-
tactic model, and we assess its application for the
automatic extraction of formal speech synthesis
units.

2. THEORETICAL ASPECTS

2.1. Formulation
In this section, we denote as A = 01 - ~ -u, - - -oN,
a string of N linguistic symbols.

The conventional n-gram model assumes that
the statistical dependencies between symbols are
of fixed-length n along the whole sentence. The
likelihood of A is then computed as :

I=N

cgr (A) = H P (a! lat—nu-ul—l) (1)
1:1

where p (a. |a.-,....a,_1) is the conditional prob-
ability of observing symbol a. given that the his-
tory of n — 1 symbols a,_,,...a._1 has occured‘.

The n-multigram model makes a difl'erent as—
sumption : under this approach, a stream of lin-
guistic symbols is considered as the concatenation
ofindependent variable-length sequences, and the
likelihood of the whole string is computed as the

sum (or the maximum) of the individual likeli-

hoods associated to each possible segmentation.

Let A denote a possible segmentation ofA into
q sequences .91 - - an, - - -s,. For instance :

81 = [01 012],
52 = [as 014 as].
83 = [as].

‘q = [ON-2 GIN—10w].

The n-multigram model computes the likeli-

hood £A(A) of string A for segmentation A as
the product of the probabilities of the successive
sequences composing A :

h=q

£4 (A) = H P (8:) (2)
i=1

1Further in this paper, we recall the link that nine
between the likelihood of a model and the explanatory
capabilities of the model in terms of prediction.
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Input character strings

1 blessedisthemanthatwalkethnotinthecounseloftheungodly...

2 buthisdelightiainthelawofthelordandinhislawdothhemeditatedayandnight

3 andheshallbelikeatreeplantedbytheriversofwaterthatbringethforthhisfruit...

4 theungodlyarenotsobutarelikethechaffwhichthewinddrivethaway

Output 5-multigram decompositions

Q
U

N
H

bless ed isthe man that walk eth not inthe couns el ofthe un godly

but his d e light is inthe law ofthe lord and inhis law do th he medit at e day and night

and he shall be likeat re e plant ed bythe river sof water that bring eth forth his fruit

the un godly are not so but are like the ch a f 1' which thew in d drive th away

Figure 1: Old Testament - King James Version (Psalms - first 5 verses). Character string decomposi-

tion using a 5—multigram model. Variable—length regularities are extracted without any supervision.

Denoting as {A} the set of all possible segmen—

tations of A into sequences of maximum length n,

the total likelihood of A is :

5ue) = 2 5AM) (3)
AMA)

A decision-oriented version of the model can

provide a maximum-likelihood decomposition of

A as the segmentation A' with highest individual

likelihood :

A' = Argmax AHA) LA (A) (4)

and

LIMA) = L'A— (A) = 33,5414) (5)

For instance, with A = abcd (N = 4) and a
conventional tri-gram model :

53w (abcd) = P(a|¢¢) P(bl¢a) Ptflab) P(dl)

with d: denoting the null symbol, whereas for a

3-multigram model :

P([al) Ptlbcdl)
MUM) P( [01])

_ p([ab]) p([cd])
Ea-w lubed) = max P(lub]) pitch MM)

P( [(11) MM) Pt [(11)
Pi [0]) MM) Pl [011])
NM) NM) P([v]) NM)

The maximum term indicates the maximum like-
lihood segmentation A‘, for instance : [ab][c][d].

2.2. Algorithm
The algorithm for estimating the niultigrainprob-
abilities from a training corpus proceeds itera-
tively. After the sequence probabilities have been
initialised by counting all co—occurences of syin-

bols ”P to length n, a forward-backward proce-
dure is implemented to refine these estimates. On-
ce convergence is reached, a Viterbi procedure

provides the maximum likelihood segmentation,

either on the training set, or on a test set, as in

Equation (4). A full formulation of the algorithm

and additional details2 can be found in [2] [3].

2.3. Illustration

Figure 1 shows the result of the niultigrani de-

composition of an english texts, from which all

spaces between words were removed. The set of

linguistic units, in this case, is composed of the

26 lower case letters of the alphabet, and the cor-

pus on which the probabilities are estimated con-

tains approximately 200 000 characters. After 10

training iterations of a 5-multigram model, con-

vergence is obtained, and the dictionary of typical

sequences contains approximately 1100 entries.

In Figure l, we indicate sequence borders by a

space. Some typical englisli words or morphemes

are automatically extracted. Some frequent coin-

binations of small words are often merged (inlhc,

oflhe, iiihis,...), while rare words tend to be bro-

ken into smaller units (1 re 6, ch 11 ff.) Oc-

casionally, an unappropriate segmentation occurs

(riiversof, thew in d, ....) Nevertheless. it is quite

clear that the multigram model, though using no

prior knowledge, extracts variable-length regular-

ities which are strongly correlated with the mor-

plieme structure of the input text.

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL

3.1. Motivation

The experiments reported in the rest ofthis paper

are carried out on phoneme strings. Our experi-

mental protocol is designed to assess objectively

the multigram model as a description of synlag-

inatic aspects in phoneme strings, and to investi-

gate its potential application as a tool for deriving

variable-length segmental units for speech syn! lie-

sis. In a first series of experiments. the multi-

grani model is used to predict phoneme strings

___.____
2In particularJn what concerns the pruning; fuclur [.1]

JAn excerpt from the Bible.
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and evaluated in terms of perplexity. In a sec-
ond experiment, it is used to build variable-length
speech synthesis units, by merging diphones which
frequently co—occur together. In this last case, the
evaluation criterion is the reduction in the num-
ber of concatenations per sentence.

3.2. Database
Our corpus is the MALECOT corpus. It consists
of approximately 200 000 phonemes (13 000 sen—
tences) which were obtained by a manual phone—
mic transcription of informal conversations in the
French language [4] [5]. We split our corpus into
a training set (first 150 000 phonemes) and a test
set (last 50 000 phonemes). The phonemic alpha-
bet is composed of 35 symbols, namely : a, i, e,
E, u, o, a, y, 9, 0e, 9, ("1,5, 5, tie, p, t, k, b, d, g, f,
s, I, v, z, 3, m, n, Jr, l, R, j, w, u. Spaces are re-
moved from the corpus, so that the word borders
are unknown.

3.3. Perplexity
As an objective measure of the multigram model
ability in representing sequences of phonemes, we
use the perplexity measure [1]. The perplexity of
a model M on a string A is defined as :

X = 2” where H = —J% log: CMlA) (6)

where N is the length of string .4 and [M the
likelihood provided by the model, as in Equations
(1), (3) or (5), for instance.

Consider now a string B of length N generated
by a memoryless source“, from an alphabet of X
equiprobable symbols. As the probability of each
symbol is f, the perplexity of B is X' = 2"1where :

HI ll 1
-N '09: 11(3) (7)

1 1 N_W1092 I = (992 (X) = H

Hence X’ = X. Perplexity can thus be viewedas the randomness in the data that can not bepredicted by the model.
If two models provide difl'erent perplexity val-ues on a same test corpus, the one with lower per-plexrty can be considered as more efficient in ex-plaining the underlying process which generatedthe data, whereas a lower perplexity on the 1min—mg set only indicates a better ability in renderingthe particularities of the training data.
Our first set of experiments consists in com-paring perplexity values provided by n-gram andn-multigram models“, on the phoneme strings inthe MALECOT corpus.

‘The s 'mun,mmmamsk"”mm 'w5Using Equations (1) and (5) respectively.
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3.4. Average number- of concatenations
Segmental speech synthesis generally uses acous-
tic diphone units6 which are concatenated to each
other in order to reconstruct a speech utterance.
In practice, some speech synthesis defects come
from discontinuites at the level of the concatena-
tions.

The application of the multigram model to
strings of formal diphones can extract sequences
of diphones which frequently co—occur together.
Diphones within such sequences can then be ad-
vantageously merged together into a longer mulli-
phone unit. For instance, ifthe diphone sequence
<as><sj><j5> has a high probability, a quad-
riphone unit <asj5> can be created and added
to the list of segmental synthesis units, which
will avoid two concatenations during the synthesis
process, each time this group of phonemes will be
met. However, the set of multiphone units must
result from a compromise between the economy
in concatenations and the number and volume of
acoustic units in the segmental dictionary.

In our second set of experiments, we evalu<
ate the benefit of multiphone units as the aver-
age number of concatenations per sentence in the
MALECOT corpus as well as in terms of number of
segmental units. We also give a rough estimate
of the acoustic storage requirements, measured as
minutes of speech7.

4. RESULTS

4.1. Phoneme sequence modeling
Table 1 summarises the results obtained in terms
of training and test set perplexity for n-granis and
n-multigrams (with 1 S n S 5)8.

“'ith more than 8000 entries versus less than
3000, the trigram (and 4—gram) model provides a
lower prediction capability than the 5-multigranl
model (perplexity of 10.1 (or 10.0) versus 9.4).
The n-multigram model also shows good gener-
alisation properties from the training set to the
test set.

Figure 2 depicts an example of n-multigram
decompositions of a french sentence in its phone-
mic form, from our test set in the MALECOT cor—
pus. Here again, the phoneme multigrams show a
striking correlation with morpho—lexical elements,
especially for n : 5. They could prove efficient
as word— or subword—like units for speech recog-
nition.

“An acoustic diphone can be understood as a domino
composed of the transition between the “center" of I
phone and the “center" of the next phone.

70n the basis of 50 ms for a border phoneme and 100
ms for an inside phoneme.

.A Pruning factor of 1.0 was used for the n-multigflm
training. A Good-Turing estimate was used for unseen
n—grorns, whereas a fixed penalty was used for unseen n-
multigrun of length 1. See details in [2H3].
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n—gram

model order

set 7 5

test set 25.8

num entries

Table 1: MALECOT corpus : training set perplexity,
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n=l 11:2 71:3 ":4 n=5 n:l n=2 n=3 11:4 ":5

16 12.4 .9

7 10.7

5 1

test set perplexity, and number of entries for the

n-gram and the n-multigram models (1 S n _<_ 5), for phoneme string modeling and prediction.

i l e t e v i d 6. d a j (e R k i. l f o d R a i v a n . I 2

il e te vi d& d aj (13R It il [0 d Ra 1 V; m in

il ete vid (1 da joeR ki _ lfo d Ra i . van 1

ilet evid ('1 d ajoeR k _ ilfo d Ra ' iv an;

ilet evidd dajts kilfo d Ra i vem

il 1e et te ev vi id dd (1d da aj joe (2R Rk ki il lf fo 0d dR Ra ai iv v.) on ni iR

ile ete evi idd (1d daj _

ile ete evid di'id da aycxaR

ile ete evi id dad dajoeR

Figure 2:

joeR Rk kil
Rki ilfo
ski ilfod

lfo 0d dR Ra ai iv van niR

0d dR Ra ai iv van] iR

dR Ra ai iv vaniR

" " " "’ s—testset.French sentence : “il est evrdent d ailleurs qu il faudra y vemr (MALECOT corpu )

l- 2- 3- 4- and 5—multigram phoneme segmentations and 2— 3— 4— and 5—multiphone decomposrtions.

4.2. Multiphone units

Figure 2 illustrates the result of multiphone de-

compositions on a test sentence. Here, the el-

ementary symbol is a diphone, and a sequence

of diphones is represented as a tri—, quadri— or

quintiphone. Table 2 reports detailed results con-

cerning the number, size and repartition of mul-

tiphone units obtained by the multigram model,

for different orders”.

mn

conc tr. set

conc test set

Table 2: See text.

Table 2 shows, for instance, that the set of

5multiphones (last column) is composed of 583
diphones, 859 triphones, 612 quadriphona and
379 quintiphones, i.e a total of 2933 units. As 35
X 35 = 1225 diphones are necessary to guarantee
a 100 % coverage of any text, 642 other diphones
must be added to the dictionary, which leads to

a grand total of 3575 units, i.e less than 3 times

9‘ Pruning factor of 2.0 was used [or this experiment.

the number of diphones. The 5—multiphone set

would require approximately 7 times more space

than the diphone set, to be stored in its acoustic

form. In counterpart, it can be expected that a

sentence could be synthesized with twice less con-

catenations, as the average number of concatena—

tions per sentence on the MALECOT test corpus

falls from 13.5 to 6.3. This should have a srgmfi«
cant impact on synthetic speech quality.

5. CONCLUSION

The multigram model provides a powerful frame-

work for the unsupervised description, decompo-

sition and prediction of phoneme sequences, and

an interesting tool for the automatic design of seg:

mental speech synthesis units. More generally, it

appears as a relevant approach for the modeling

of natural language syntagmatic aspects, which

are usually based on variable-length schemes.
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